


KJV Bible Word Studies for FASTEN



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

be 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), {be} established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

be 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, {be} (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

be 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, {be} recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

be 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), {be} urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

be 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, {be} (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

be 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), {be} sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

be 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 



amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), {be} stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

become 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, {become} (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, 
retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold),
be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

behave 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, 
seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be 
urgent, {behave} self valiantly, withstand. 

crucify 4362 # prospegnumi {pros-payg'-noo-mee}; from 4314 and 4078; to fasten to, i.e. (specifically) to 
impale (on a cross): -- {crucify}. 

encourage 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), {encourage} (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, 
seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be 
urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

established 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be {established}, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, 
seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be 
urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

fast 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold ({fast}), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

fasten 0270 ## &achaz {aw-khaz'}; a primitive root; to seize (often with the accessory idea of holding in 
possession): -- + be affrighted, bar, (catch, lay, take) hold (back), come upon, {fasten}, handle, portion, (get, 
have or take) possess(-ion). 

fasten 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to 
gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set 



eyes. 

fasten 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, {fasten}, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

fasten 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- {fasten} on. 

fasten 2883 ## taba` {taw-bah'}; a primitive root; to sink: -- drown, {fasten}, settle, sink. 

fasten 3559 ## kuwn {koon}; a primitive root; properly, to be erect(i.e. stand perpendicular); hence 
(causatively) to set up, in a great variety of applications, whether literal (establish, fix, prepare, apply), or 
figurative (appoint, render sure, proper or prosperous): -- certain(-ty), confirm, direct, faithfulness, fashion,
{fasten}, firm, be fitted, be fixed, frame, be meet, ordain, order, perfect, (make) preparation, prepare (self), 
provide, make provision, (be, make) ready, right, set (aright, fast, forth), be stable, (e-)stablish, stand, tarry,
X verydeed 

fasten 5414 ## nathan {naw-than'}; a primitive root; to give, used with greatest latitude of application (put, 
make, etc.): -- add, apply, appoint, ascribe, assign, X avenge, X be ([healed]), bestow, bring (forth, hither), 
cast, cause, charge, come, commit, consider, count, + cry, deliver (up), direct, distribute, do, X doubtless, X 
without fail, {fasten}, frame, X get, give (forth, over, up), grant, hang (up), X have, X indeed, lay (unto 
charge, up), (give) leave, lend, let (out), + lie, lift up, make, + O that, occupy, offer, ordain, pay, perform, 
place, pour, print, X pull , put (forth), recompense, render, requite, restore, send (out), set (forth), shew, 
shoot forth (up), + sing, + slander, strike, [sub-]mit, suffer, X surely, X take, thrust, trade, turn, utter, + 
weep, + willingly, + withdraw, + would (to) God, yield. 

fasten 6775 ## tsamad {tsaw-mad'}; a primitive root; to link, i.e. gird; figuratively, to serve, (mentally) 
contrive: -- {fasten}, frame, join (self). 

fasten 6795 ## tsanach {tsaw-nakh'}; a primitive root; to alight; (transitive) to cause to descend, i.e. drive 
down: -- {fasten}, light [from off]. 

fasten 8628 ## taqa` {taw-kah'}; a primitive root; to clatter, i.e. slap (the hands together), clang (an 
instrument); by analogy, to drive (a nail or tent-pin, a dart, etc.); by implication, to become bondsman by 
handclasping): -- blow ([a trumpet]), cast, clap, {fasten}, pitch [tent], smite, sound, strike, X suretiship, 
thrust. 

force 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, {force}, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

fortify 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively,
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, {fortify}, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, 



hard 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make {hard}, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

harden 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, {harden}, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, 
seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be 
urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

help 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, {help}, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

hold 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take ({hold}), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

hold 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) {hold} (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

lay 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, ({lay}) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

lean 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), {lean}, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 



locks 6777 ## tsammah {tsam-maw'}; from an unused root meaning to fasten on; a veil: -- {locks}. 

ly 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
{ly}), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

maintain 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, {maintain}, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, 
retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold),
be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

make 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be ({make}, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

make 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, {make} hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

man 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the {man}, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

mend 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, {mend}, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

mighty 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 



hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) {mighty}, prevail, be recovered, repair, 
retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold),
be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

on 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- fasten {on}. 

play 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, {play} the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

prevail 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, {prevail}, be recovered, repair, 
retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold),
be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

recovered 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be {recovered}, repair, 
retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold),
be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 

repair 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, {repair}, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

retain 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, {retain}, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

seize 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, {seize}, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

self 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 



courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage ({self}), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

self 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
{self} valiantly, withstand. 

self 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen ({self}), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

shew 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, {shew}, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

sore 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
{sore}, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

stout 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be {stout}, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

strengthen 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, 
seize, be (wax) sore, {strengthen} (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be 
urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. 



strong 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively,
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) {strong}(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

sure 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be {sure}, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

take 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, {take} (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

the 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play {the} man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, 

urgent 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively,
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be {urgent}, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

valiantly 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, 
seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be 
urgent, behave self {valiantly}, withstand. 

wax 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become ({wax}) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

wax 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 



courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be ({wax}) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self
valiantly, withstand. 

wax 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, 
courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, 
amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- 
ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, 
maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) 
sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, {wax}) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. 

withstand 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong 
(figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, fasten, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) 
hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, 
seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be 
urgent, behave self valiantly, {withstand}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

fasten 00270 ## 'achaz {aw-khaz'} ; a primitive root ; to seize (often with the accessory idea of holding in 
possession) : -- + be affrighted , bar , (catch , lay , take) hold (back) , come upon , {fasten} , handle , portion 
, (get , have or take) possess (- ion) . 

fasten 00631 ## 'acar {aw-sar'} ; a primitive root ; to yoke or hitch ; by analogy , to {fasten} in any sense , to
join battle : -- bind , fast , gird , harness , hold , keep , make ready , order , prepare , prison (- er) , put in 
bonds , set in array , tie . 

fasten 02388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'} ; a primitive root ; to fasten upon ; hence , to seize , be strong 
(figuratively , courageous , causatively strengthen , cure , help , repair , fortify) , obstinate ; to bind , 
restrain , conquer : -- aid , amend , X calker , catch , cleave , confirm , be constant , constrain , continue , be
of good (take) courage (- ous ,-- ly) , encourage (self) , be established , {fasten} , force , fortify , make hard , 
harden , help , (lay) hold (fast) , lean , maintain , play the man , mend , become (wax) mighty , prevail , be 
recovered , repair , retain , seize , be (wax) sore , strengthen (self) , be stout , be (make , shew , wax) strong 
(- er) , be sure , take (hold) , be urgent , behave self valiantly , withstand . 

fasten 02388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'} ; a primitive root ; to {fasten} upon ; hence , to seize , be strong 
(figuratively , courageous , causatively strengthen , cure , help , repair , fortify) , obstinate ; to bind , 
restrain , conquer : -- aid , amend , X calker , catch , cleave , confirm , be constant , constrain , continue , be
of good (take) courage (- ous ,-- ly) , encourage (self) , be established , fasten , force , fortify , make hard , 
harden , help , (lay) hold (fast) , lean , maintain , play the man , mend , become (wax) mighty , prevail , be 
recovered , repair , retain , seize , be (wax) sore , strengthen (self) , be stout , be (make , shew , wax) strong 
(- er) , be sure , take (hold) , be urgent , behave self valiantly , withstand . 

fasten 02883 ## taba` {taw-bah'} ; a primitive root ; to sink : -- drown , {fasten} , settle , sink . 

fasten 03559 ## kuwn {koon} ; a primitive root ; properly , to be erect (i . e . stand perpendicular) ; hence 
(causatively) to set up , in a great variety of applications , whether literal (establish , fix , prepare , apply) , 
or figurative (appoint , render sure , proper or prosperous) : -- certain (- ty) , confirm , direct , faithfulness ,
fashion , {fasten} , firm , be fitted , be fixed , frame , be meet , ordain , order , perfect , (make) preparation , 
prepare (self) , provide , make provision , (be , make) ready , right , set (aright , fast , forth) , be stable , (e-) 
stablish , stand , tarry , X verydeed 

fasten 05274 ## na` al {naw-al'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to {fasten} up , i . e . with a bar or cord ; 
hence (denominative from 05275) , to sandal , i . e . furnish with slippers : -- bolt , inclose , lock , shoe , shut 
up . 

fasten 05414 ## nathan {naw-than'} ; a primitive root ; to give , used with greatest latitude of application 
(put , make , etc .) : -- add , apply , appoint , ascribe , assign , X avenge , X be ([healed ]) , bestow , bring 
(forth , hither) , cast , cause , charge , come , commit , consider , count , + cry , deliver (up) , direct , 
distribute , do , X doubtless , X without fail , {fasten} , frame , X get , give (forth , over , up) , grant , hang 
(up) , X have , X indeed , lay (unto charge , up) , (give) leave , lend , let (out) , + lie , lift up , make , + O that 
, occupy , offer , ordain , pay , perform , place , pour , print , X pull , put (forth) , recompense , render , 



requite , restore , send (out) , set (forth) , shew , shoot forth (up) , + sing , + slander , strike , [sub-] mit , 
suffer , X surely , X take , thrust , trade , turn , utter , + weep , + willingly , + withdraw , + would (to) God , 
yield . 

fasten 06095 ## ` atsah {aw-tsaw'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to {fasten} (or make firm) , i . e . to close 
(the eyes) : -- shut . 

fasten 06775 ## tsamad {tsaw-mad'} ; a primitive root ; to link , i . e . gird ; figuratively , to serve , 
(mentally) contrive : -- {fasten} , frame , join (self) . 

fasten 06777 ## tsammah {tsam-maw'} ; from an unused root meaning to {fasten} on ; a veil : -- locks . 

fasten 06795 ## tsanach {tsaw-nakh'} ; a primitive root ; to alight ; (transitive) to cause to descend , i . e . 
drive down : -- {fasten} , light [from off ] . 

fasten 07576 ## rathaq {raw-thak'} ; a primitive root ; to {fasten} : -- bind . 

fasten 08244 ## saqad {saw-kad'} ; a primitive root ; to {fasten} : -- bind . 

fasten 08628 ## taqa` {taw-kah'} ; a primitive root ; to clatter , i . e . slap (the hands together) , clang (an 
instrument) ; by analogy , to drive (a nail or tent-pin , a dart , etc .) ; by implication , to become bondsman 
by handclasping) : -- blow ([a trumpet ]) , cast , clap , {fasten} , pitch [tent ] , smite , sound , strike , X 
suretiship , thrust . 

fasten 0681 - hapto {hap'-to}; a primary verb; properly, to {fasten} to, i.e. (specially) to set on fire: -- kindle,
light. 

fasten 0816 - atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 0001 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); 
to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set
eyes. 

fasten 1976 - epirrhapto {ep-ir-hrap'-to}; from 1909 and the base of 4476; to stitch upon, i.e. {fasten} with 
the needle: -- sew on. 

fasten 2510 - kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 0680; to sieze upon: -- {fasten} on. 

fasten 4024 - perizonnumi {per-id-zone'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 2224; to gird all around, i.e. (middle 
voice or passive) to {fasten} on one's belt (literally or figuratively): -- gird (about, self). 

fasten 4362 - prospegnumi {pros-payg'-noo-mee}; from 4314 and 4078; to {fasten} to, i.e. (specifically) to 
impale (on a cross): -- crucify. 

fasten 4577 - seira {si-rah'}; probably from 4951 through its congener eiro (to {fasten}; akin to 0138); a 
chain (as binding or drawing): -- chain. 

fastened 05193 ## nata` {naw-tah'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to strike in , i . e . fix ; specifically , to 
plant (literally or figuratively) : -- {fastened} , plant (- er) . 

fastened 07577 ## r@thuqah {reth-oo-kaw'} ; feminine passive participle of 07576 ; something {fastened} , i 
. e . a chain : -- chain . 

fastened 3803 - pagis {pag-ece'}; from 4078; a trap (as {fastened} by a noose or notch); figuratively, a trick 
or statagem (temptation): -- snare. ***. Pagos. See 0697. 

fastener 04525 ## macger {mas-gare'} ; from 05462 ; a {fastener} , i . e . (of a person) a smith , (of a thing) a 



prison : -- prison , smith . 

fastening 03654 ## ken {kane} ; from 03661 in the sense of {fastening} ; a gnat (from infixing its sting ; used 
only in plural [and irreg . in Exod . 8 : 17 , 18 ; Heb . 13 : 14 ]) : -- lice , X manner . 

fastening 05401 ## nashaq {naw-shak'} ; a primitive root [identical with 05400 , through the idea of 
{fastening} up ; compare 02388 , 02836 ] ; to kiss , literally or figuratively (touch) ; also (as a mode of 
attachment) , to equip with weapons : -- armed (men) , rule , kiss , that touched . 

fastening 06782 ## tsammiym {tsam-meem'} ; from the same as 06777 ; a noose (as {fastening}) ; 
figuratively , destruction : -- robber . 

fastening 06978 ## qav-qav {kav-kav'} ; from 06957 (in the sense of a {fastening}) ; stalwart : -- X meted out
. 

fastening 0860 - haphe {haf-ay'}; from 0680; probably a ligament (as {fastening}): -- joint. 

fastening 2202 - zeukteria {dzook-tay-ree'-ah}; feminine of a derivative (at the second stage) from the same 
as 2218; a {fastening} (tiller-rope): -- band. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2510 + on + and fastened +/ . kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 + after 2596- after 2596- at + on + At + yet 
+ own + into + over + after + where + every + about + after + it on + cause + And at + before + toward + 
matter + Against + covered + through + against + in every + me after + my state + touching + us after + is 
after + But after + According + men after + not after + it be yet + of but on + according + and every + but 
after + in respect + Concerning + ye against + my affairs + that after + throughout + concerning + upon you
on + not against + place every + and against + being alone + him against + as touching + that through + 
unto them at + things after + laid against + is according + it not after + we according + not ye after + and in 
every + particularly + it according + him according + you according + as concerning + and not after + not 
according + As concerning + for him after + man according + Not according + day according + but 
according + violently down + itself against + when he was at + can be against + for that after + of him 
through + things against + thing according + which are among + be done through + by you according + 
things according + somewhat against + that was against + unto me according + but not according + which is
according + shall be according + of me is not after + with them according + to him out of every + one of you
according + unto thee that after + sakes but as touching + be it unto me according + For they that are after 
+ him that was born after + any thing to the charge + but they that are after + let us prophesy according + 
For he that is not against + in you and ye in him according + He that is not with me is against + him not for 
he that is not against +/ and 0680 + touch + Touch + touched + to touch + and touch + as touched + I may 
touch + and touched + not to touch + one toucheth + hath touched + him to touch + And he touched + unto 
her Touch + him and touched + I may but touch + she had touched + is that toucheth + that he would touch 
+ on them and touched + upon him for to touch + him that they might touch + to him that he should touch 
+/ ; to sieze upon: --fasten on . 

4362 + have crucified +/ . prospegnumi {pros-payg'-noo-mee}; from 4314 + at + nigh + among + toward + 
within + because + whereby + against + between + me among + as about + not among + according + himself
at + concerning + conditions + not against + but against + things before + but not before + they had against 
+ of speech toward + is he that condemneth + with us for it is toward +/ and 4078 + pitched +/ ; to fasten to, 
i .e . (specifically) to impale (on a cross): --crucify . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

5 * fasten 

18 - fastened 

1 - fastening 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

fasten 0270 -- /achaz -- + be affrighted, bar, (catch, lay, take) hold (back), comeupon, {fasten}, handle, 
portion, (get, have or take) possess(-ion).

fasten 0816 ** atenizo ** behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look(earnestly, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set eyes.

fasten 2388 -- chazaq -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of 
good (take) courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage(self), be established, {fasten}, force, fortify, make hard, harden, 
help,(lay) hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty,prevail, be recovered, 
repair, retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen(self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take 
(hold),be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand.

fasten 2510 ** kathapto ** {fasten} on.

fasten 2883 -- taba\ -- drown, {fasten}, settle, sink.

fasten 3559 -- kuwn -- certain(-ty), confirm, direct, faithfulness, fashion,{fasten}, firm, be fitted, be fixed, 
frame, be meet, ordain, order,perfect, (make) preparation, prepare (self), provide, make provision, (be,
make) ready, right, set (aright, fast, forth), be stable, (e-)stablish,stand, tarry, X verydeed

fasten 5414 -- nathan -- add, apply, appoint, ascribe, assign, X avenge, X be([healed]), bestow, bring (forth, 
hither), cast, cause, charge, come,commit, consider, count, + cry, deliver (up), direct, distribute, do, 
Xdoubtless, X without fail, {fasten}, frame, X get, give (forth, over, up),grant, hang (up), X have, X indeed, 
lay (unto charge, up), (give) leave,lend, let (out), + lie, lift up, make, + O that, occupy, offer, ordain,pay, 
perform, place, pour, print, X pull , put (forth), recompense, render,requite, restore, send (out), set (forth), 
shew, shoot forth (up), + sing,+ slander, strike, [sub-]mit, suffer, X surely, X take, thrust, trade,turn, utter, 
+ weep, + willingly, + withdraw, + would (to) God, yield.

fasten 6775 -- tsamad -- {fasten}, frame, join (self).

fasten 6795 -- tsanach -- {fasten}, light [from off].

fasten 8628 -- taqa\ -- blow ([a trumpet]), cast, clap, {fasten}, pitch [tent],smite, sound, strike, X suretiship, 
thrust.

fastened 5193 -- nata\ -- {fastened}, plant(-er).



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

fastened 0816 atenizo * {fastened} , {0816 atenizo } , 2510 kathapto ,

fastened 2510 kathapto * {fastened} , 0816 atenizo , {2510 kathapto } ,

fastening 0816 atenizo * {fastening} , {0816 atenizo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- fasten , 2388 , 5414 , 8628 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

fastened - 0816 behold, beholding, earnestly, {fastened}, fastening, look, looked, looking, set, stedfastly,

fastened - 2510 {fastened}, on,

fastening - 0816 behold, beholding, earnestly, fastened, {fastening}, look, looked, looking, set, stedfastly,
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fastened , LUK_04_20,

fastened , ACT_11_06 , ACT_28_03 ,

fastening , ACT_03_04 ,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

fasten Exo_28_14 # And two chains [of] pure gold at the ends; [of] wreathen work shalt thou make them, and fasten the wreathen chains to the ouches.

fasten Exo_28_25 # And [the other] two ends of the two wreathen [chains] thou shalt fasten in the two ouches, and put [them] on the shoulder pieces of the ephod before it.

fasten Exo_39_31 # And they tied unto it a lace of blue, to fasten [it] on high upon the mitre; as the LORD commanded Moses.

fasten Isa_22_23 # And I will fasten him [as] a nail in a sure place; and he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house.

fasten Jer_10_04 # They deck it with silver and with gold; they fasten it with nails and with hammers, that it move not.

fastened 1Ch_10_10 # And they put his armour in the house of their gods, and fastened his head in the temple of Dagon.

fastened 1Ki_06_06 # The nethermost chamber [was] five cubits broad, and the middle [was] six cubits broad, and the third [was] seven cubits broad: for without [in the wall] of the house he made narrowed rests round 
about, that [the beams] should not be fastened in the walls of the house.

fastened 1Sa_31_10 # And they put his armour in the house of Ashtaroth: and they fastened his body to the wall of Bethshan.

fastened 2Ch_09_18 # And [there were] six steps to the throne, with a footstool of gold, [which were] fastened to the throne, and stays on each side of the sitting place, and two lions standing by the stays:

fastened 2Sa_20_08 # When they [were] at the great stone which [is] in Gibeon, Amasa went before them. And Joab's garment that he had put on was girded unto him, and upon it a girdle [with] a sword fastened upon his 
loins in the sheath thereof; and as he went forth it fell out.

fastened Act_11_06 # Upon the which when I had fastened mine eyes, I considered, and saw fourfooted beasts of the earth, and wild beasts, and creeping things, and fowls of the air.

fastened Act_28_03 # And when Paul had gathered a bundle of sticks, and laid [them] on the fire, there came a viper out of the heat, and fastened on his hand.

fastened Ecc_12_11 # The words of the wise [are] as goads, and as nails fastened [by] the masters of assemblies, [which] are given from one shepherd.

fastened Est_01_06 # [Where were] white, green, and blue, [hangings], fastened with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble: the beds [were of] gold and silver, upon a pavement of red, and blue, 
and white, and black, marble.

fastened Exo_39_18 # And the two ends of the two wreathen chains they fastened in the two ouches, and put them on the shoulderpieces of the ephod, before it.

fastened Exo_40_18 # And Moses reared up the tabernacle, and fastened his sockets, and set up the boards thereof, and put in the bars thereof, and reared up his pillars.

fastened Eze_40_43 # And within [were] hooks, an hand broad, fastened round about: and upon the tables [was] the flesh of the offering.

fastened Isa_22_25 # In that day, saith the LORD of hosts, shall the nail that is fastened in the sure place be removed, and be cut down, and fall; and the burden that [was] upon it shall be cut off: for the LORD hath 
spoken [it].

fastened Isa_41_07 # So the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, [and] he that smootheth [with] the hammer him that smote the anvil, saying, It [is] ready for the soldering: and he fastened it with nails, [that] it should not 
be moved.

fastened Job_38_06 # Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof;

fastened Jud_04_21 # Then Jael Heber's wife took a nail of the tent, and took an hammer in her hand, and went softly unto him, and smote the nail into his temples, and fastened it into the ground: for he was fast asleep 
and weary. So he died.

fastened Jud_16_14 # And she fastened [it] with the pin, and said unto him, The Philistines [be] upon thee, Samson. And he awaked out of his sleep, and went away with the pin of the beam, and with the web.

fastened Luk_04_20 # And he closed the book, and he gave [it] again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him.

fastening Act_03_04 # And Peter, fastening his eyes upon him with John, said, Look on us.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

fasten him as Isa_22_23 # And I will fasten him [as] a nail in a sure place; and he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house.

fasten in the Exo_28_25 # And [the other] two ends of the two wreathen [chains] thou shalt fasten in the two ouches, and put [them] on the shoulder pieces of the ephod before it.

fasten it on Exo_39_31 # And they tied unto it a lace of blue, to fasten [it] on high upon the mitre; as the LORD commanded Moses.

fasten it with Jer_10_04 # They deck it with silver and with gold; they fasten it with nails and with hammers, that it move not.

fasten the wreathen Exo_28_14 # And two chains [of] pure gold at the ends; [of] wreathen work shalt thou make them, and fasten the wreathen chains to the ouches.

fastened by the Ecc_12_11 # The words of the wise [are] as goads, and as nails fastened [by] the masters of assemblies, [which] are given from one shepherd.

fastened his body 1Sa_31_10 # And they put his armour in the house of Ashtaroth: and they fastened his body to the wall of Bethshan.

fastened his head 1Ch_10_10 # And they put his armour in the house of their gods, and fastened his head in the temple of Dagon.

fastened his sockets Exo_40_18 # And Moses reared up the tabernacle, and fastened his sockets, and set up the boards thereof, and put in the bars thereof, and reared up his pillars.

fastened in the 1Ki_06_06 # The nethermost chamber [was] five cubits broad, and the middle [was] six cubits broad, and the third [was] seven cubits broad: for without [in the wall] of the house he made narrowed rests 
round about, that [the beams] should not be fastened in the walls of the house.

fastened in the Exo_39_18 # And the two ends of the two wreathen chains they fastened in the two ouches, and put them on the shoulderpieces of the ephod, before it.

fastened in the Isa_22_25 # In that day, saith the LORD of hosts, shall the nail that is fastened in the sure place be removed, and be cut down, and fall; and the burden that [was] upon it shall be cut off: for the LORD hath 
spoken [it].

fastened it into Jud_04_21 # Then Jael Heber's wife took a nail of the tent, and took an hammer in her hand, and went softly unto him, and smote the nail into his temples, and fastened it into the ground: for he was fast 
asleep and weary. So he died.

fastened it with Isa_41_07 # So the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, [and] he that smootheth [with] the hammer him that smote the anvil, saying, It [is] ready for the soldering: and he fastened it with nails, [that] it 
should not be moved.

fastened it with Jud_16_14 # And she fastened [it] with the pin, and said unto him, The Philistines [be] upon thee, Samson. And he awaked out of his sleep, and went away with the pin of the beam, and with the web.

fastened mine eyes Act_11_06 # Upon the which when I had fastened mine eyes, I considered, and saw fourfooted beasts of the earth, and wild beasts, and creeping things, and fowls of the air.

fastened on him Luk_04_20 # And he closed the book, and he gave [it] again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him.

fastened on his Act_28_03 # And when Paul had gathered a bundle of sticks, and laid [them] on the fire, there came a viper out of the heat, and fastened on his hand.

fastened or who Job_38_06 # Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof;

fastened round about Eze_40_43 # And within [were] hooks, an hand broad, fastened round about: and upon the tables [was] the flesh of the offering.

fastened to the 2Ch_09_18 # And [there were] six steps to the throne, with a footstool of gold, [which were] fastened to the throne, and stays on each side of the sitting place, and two lions standing by the stays:

fastened upon his 2Sa_20_08 # When they [were] at the great stone which [is] in Gibeon, Amasa went before them. And Joab's garment that he had put on was girded unto him, and upon it a girdle [with] a sword fastened 
upon his loins in the sheath thereof; and as he went forth it fell out.

fastened with cords Est_01_06 # [Where were] white, green, and blue, [hangings], fastened with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble: the beds [were of] gold and silver, upon a pavement of 
red, and blue, and white, and black, marble.

fastening his eyes Act_03_04 # And Peter, fastening his eyes upon him with John, said, Look on us.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

fastened his head 1Ch_10_10 

fastened his sockets Exo_40_18 

fastened it into Jud_04_21 

fastened on his hand Act_28_03 

fastened round about Eze_40_43 

fastened with cords Est_01_06 

fastening his eyes upon him with john Act_03_04 



fasten EXO 028 014 And two <08147 +sh@nayim > chains <08333 +sharah@rah > [ of ] pure <02889 +tahowr >
gold <02091 +zahab > at the ends <04020 +migbalah > ; [ of ] wreathen <05688 + work <04639 +ma shalt thou 
make <06213 + them , and {fasten} <05414 +nathan > the wreathen <05688 + chains <08333 +sharah@rah > to 
the ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > . fasten EXO 028 025 And [ the other ] two <08147 +sh@nayim > ends 
<07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen <05688 + [ chains ] thou shalt {fasten} <05414 
+nathan > in the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > , and put <05414 +nathan > [ them ] 
on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the ephod <00646 +>ephowd > before it . fasten EXO 039 
031 And they tied <05414 +nathan > unto it a lace <06616 +pathiyl > of blue <08504 +t@keleth > , to {fasten} 
<05414 +nathan > [ it ] on high <04605 +ma upon the mitre <04701 +mitsnepheth > ; as the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . fastened EXO 039 018 And the two 
<08147 +sh@nayim > ends <07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen <05688 + chains 
<05688 + they {fastened} <05414 +nathan > in the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > , 
and put <05414 +nathan > them on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the ephod <00646 
+>ephowd > , before it . fastened EXO 040 018 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh > reared <06965 +quwm > up the 
tabernacle <04908 +mishkan > , and {fastened} <05414 +nathan > his sockets <00134 +>eden > , and set <07760 
+suwm > up the boards <07175 +qeresh > thereof , and put <05414 +nathan > in the bars <01280 +b@riyach > 
thereof , and reared <06965 +quwm > up his pillars <05982 + . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

fasten ^ Isa_22_23 / fasten /^him [as] a nail in a sure place; and he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house. 

fasten ^ Exo_28_25 / fasten /^in the two ouches, and put [them] on the shoulder pieces of the ephod before it. 

fasten ^ Jer_10_04 / fasten /^it with nails and with hammers, that it move not. 

fasten ^ Exo_39_31 / fasten /^it] on high upon the mitre; as the LORD commanded Moses. 

fasten ^ Exo_28_14 / fasten /^the wreathen chains to the ouches. 

fastened ^ Ecc_12_11 / fastened /^by] the masters of assemblies, [which] are given from one shepherd. 

fastened ^ 1Sa_31_10 / fastened /^his body to the wall of Bethshan. 

fastened ^ 1Ch_10_10 / fastened /^his head in the temple of Dagon. 

fastened ^ Exo_40_18 / fastened /^his sockets, and set up the boards thereof, and put in the bars thereof, and reared up his pillars. 

fastened ^ Isa_22_25 / fastened /^in the sure place be removed, and be cut down, and fall; and the burden that [was] upon it shall be cut off: for the LORD hath spoken [it]. 

fastened ^ Exo_39_18 / fastened /^in the two ouches, and put them on the shoulderpieces of the ephod, before it. 

fastened ^ 1Ki_06_06 / fastened /^in the walls of the house. 

fastened ^ Jud_04_21 / fastened /^it into the ground: for he was fast asleep and weary. So he died. 

fastened ^ Isa_41_07 / fastened /^it with nails, [that] it should not be moved. 

fastened ^ Jud_16_14 / fastened /^it] with the pin, and said unto him, The Philistines [be] upon thee, Samson. And he awaked out of his sleep, and went away with the pin of the beam, and with the web. 

fastened ^ Act_11_06 / fastened /^mine eyes, I considered, and saw fourfooted beasts of the earth, and wild beasts, and creeping things, and fowls of the air. 

fastened ^ Luk_04_20 / fastened /^on him. 

fastened ^ Act_28_03 / fastened /^on his hand. 

fastened ^ Job_38_06 / fastened /^or who laid the corner stone thereof; 

fastened ^ Eze_40_43 / fastened /^round about: and upon the tables [was] the flesh of the offering. 

fastened ^ 2Ch_09_18 / fastened /^to the throne, and stays on each side of the sitting place, and two lions standing by the stays: 

fastened ^ 2Sa_20_08 / fastened /^upon his loins in the sheath thereof; and as he went forth it fell out. 

fastened ^ Est_01_06 / fastened /^with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble: the beds [were of] gold and silver, upon a pavement of red, and blue, and white, and black, marble. 

fastening ^ Act_03_04 / fastening /^his eyes upon him with John, said, Look on us. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

fastened ......... and fastened 2510 -kathapto-> 

fastened ......... were fastened 0816 -atenizo-> 

fastened ......... when I had fastened 0816 -atenizo-> 

fastening ......... fastening 0816 -atenizo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

fasten 1Sa_22_23 And I will {fasten} him [as] a nail in a sure place; and he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house. 

fasten Exo_28_14 And two chains [of] pure gold at the ends; [of] wreathen work shalt thou make them, and {fasten} the wreathen chains to the ouches. 

fasten Exo_28_25 And [the other] two ends of the two wreathen [chains] thou shalt {fasten} in the two ouches, and put [them] on the shoulder pieces of the ephod before it. 

fasten Exo_39_31 And they tied unto it a lace of blue, to {fasten} [it] on high upon the mitre; as the LORD commanded Moses. 

fasten Jer_10_04 They deck it with silver and with gold; they {fasten} it with nails and with hammers, that it move not. 

fastened 1Sa_31_10 And they put his armour in the house of Ashtaroth: and they {fastened} his body to the wall of Bethshan. 

fastened 1Ch_10_10 And they put his armour in the house of their gods, and {fastened} his head in the temple of Dagon. 

fastened 1Ki_06_06 The nethermost chamber [was] five cubits broad, and the middle [was] six cubits broad, and the third [was] seven cubits broad: for without [in the wall] of the house he made narrowed rests round 
about, that [the beams] should not be {fastened} in the walls of the house. 

fastened 1Sa_22_25 In that day, saith the LORD of hosts, shall the nail that is {fastened} in the sure place be removed, and be cut down, and fall; and the burden that [was] upon it shall be cut off: for the LORD hath 
spoken [it]. 

fastened 1Sa_41_07 So the carpenter encouraged the goldsmith, [and] he that smootheth [with] the hammer him that smote the anvil, saying, It [is] ready for the soldering: and he {fastened} it with nails, [that] it should 
not be moved. 

fastened 2Ch_09_18 And [there were] six steps to the throne, with a footstool of gold, [which were] {fastened} to the throne, and stays on each side of the sitting place, and two lions standing by the stays: 

fastened 2Sa_20_08 When they [were] at the great stone which [is] in Gibeon, Amasa went before them. And Joab's garment that he had put on was girded unto him, and upon it a girdle [with] a sword {fastened} upon his 
loins in the sheath thereof; and as he went forth it fell out. 

fastened Act_11_06 Upon the which when I had {fastened} mine eyes, I considered, and saw fourfooted beasts of the earth, and wild beasts, and creeping things, and fowls of the air. 

fastened Act_28_03 And when Paul had gathered a bundle of sticks, and laid [them] on the fire, there came a viper out of the heat, and {fastened} on his hand. 

fastened Exo_39_18 And the two ends of the two wreathen chains they {fastened} in the two ouches, and put them on the shoulderpieces of the ephod, before it. 

fastened Exo_40_18 And Moses reared up the tabernacle, and {fastened} his sockets, and set up the boards thereof, and put in the bars thereof, and reared up his pillars. 

fastened Ecc_12_11 The words of the wise [are] as goads, and as nails {fastened} [by] the masters of assemblies, [which] are given from one shepherd. 

fastened Est_01_06 [Where were] white, green, and blue, [hangings], {fastened} with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble: the beds [were of] gold and silver, upon a pavement of red, and blue, 
and white, and black, marble. 

fastened Eze_40_43 And within [were] hooks, an hand broad, {fastened} round about: and upon the tables [was] the flesh of the offering. 

fastened Job_38_06 Whereupon are the foundations thereof {fastened}? or who laid the corner stone thereof; 

fastened Jud_04_21 Then Jael Heber's wife took a nail of the tent, and took an hammer in her hand, and went softly unto him, and smote the nail into his temples, and {fastened} it into the ground: for he was fast asleep 
and weary. So he died. 

fastened Jud_16_14 And she {fastened} [it] with the pin, and said unto him, The Philistines [be] upon thee, Samson. And he awaked out of his sleep, and went away with the pin of the beam, and with the web. 

fastened Luk_04_20 And he closed the book, and he gave [it] again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue were {fastened} on him. 

fastening Act_03_04 And Peter, {fastening} his eyes upon him with John, said, Look on us. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

fastened ^ Luk_04_20 And <2532> he closed <4428> (5660) the book <0975>, and he gave it again <0591> 
(5631) to the minister <5257>, and sat down <2523> (5656). And <2532> the eyes <3788> of all them <3956>
that were <2258> (5713) in <1722> the synagogue <4864> were {fastened} <0816> (5723) on him <0846>. 

fastened ^ Act_11_06 Upon <1519> the which <3739> when I had {fastened} mine eyes <0816> (5660), I 
considered <2657> (5707), and <2532> saw <1492> (5627) fourfooted beasts <5074> of the earth <1093>, 
and <2532> wild beasts <2342>, and <2532> creeping things <2062>, and <2532> fowls <4071> of the air 
<3772>. 

fastened ^ Act_28_03 And <1161> when Paul <3972> had gathered <4962> (5660) a bundle <4128> of sticks
<5434>, and <2532> laid <2007> (5631) them on <1909> the fire <4443>, there came <1831> (5631) a viper 
<2191> out of <1537> the heat <2329>, and {fastened} on <2510> (5656) his <0846> hand <5495>. 

fastening ^ Act_03_04 And <1161> Peter <4074>, {fastening} his eyes <0816> (5660) upon <1519> him 
<0846> with <4862> John <2491>, said <2036> (5627), Look <0991> (5657) on <1519> us <2248>. 
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fasten Exo_28_14 And two (08147 +sh@nayim ) chains (08333 +sharah@rah ) [ of ] pure (02889 +tahowr ) 
gold (02091 +zahab ) at the ends (04020 +migbalah ) ; [ of ] wreathen (05688 +(aboth ) work (04639 
+ma(aseh ) shalt thou make (06213 +(asah ) them , and {fasten} (05414 +nathan ) the wreathen (05688 
+(aboth ) chains (08333 +sharah@rah ) to the ouches (04865 +mishb@tsah ) . 

fasten Exo_28_25 And [ the other ] two (08147 +sh@nayim ) ends (07098 +qatsah ) of the two (08147 
+sh@nayim ) wreathen (05688 +(aboth ) [ chains ] thou shalt {fasten} (05414 +nathan ) in the two (08147 
+sh@nayim ) ouches (04865 +mishb@tsah ) , and put (05414 +nathan ) [ them ] on (05921 +(al ) the 
shoulderpieces (03802 +katheph ) of the ephod (00646 +)ephowd ) before it . 

fasten Exo_39_31 And they tied (05414 +nathan ) unto it a lace (06616 +pathiyl ) of blue (08504 +t@keleth )
, to {fasten} (05414 +nathan ) [ it ] on high (04605 +ma(al ) upon the mitre (04701 +mitsnepheth ) ; as the 
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) commanded (06680 +tsavah ) Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) . 

fasten Isa_22_23 And I will {fasten} (08628 +taqa( ) him [ as ] a nail (03489 +yathed ) in a sure (00539 
+)aman ) place (04725 +maqowm ) ; and he shall be for a glorious (03519 +kabowd ) throne (03678 +kicce) )
to his father s (1) house (01004 +bayith ) . 

fasten Jer_10_04 They deck (03302 +yaphah ) it with silver (03701 +keceph ) and with gold (02091 +zahab )
; they {fasten} (02388 +chazaq ) it with nails (04548 +macmer ) and with hammers (04717 +maqqabah ) , 
that it move (06328 +puwq ) not . 

fastened 1Ch_10_10 And they put (07760 +suwm ) his armour (03627 +k@liy ) in the house (01004 +bayith 
) of their gods (00430 +)elohiym ) , and {fastened} (08628 +taqa( ) his head (07218 +ro)sh ) in the temple 
(01004 +bayith ) of Dagon (01712 +Dagown ) . 

fastened 1Ki_06_06 The nethermost (08481 +tachtown ) chamber (03326 +yatsuwa( ) [ was ] five (02568 
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+chamesh ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) broad (07341 +rochab ) , and the middle (08484 +tiykown ) [ was ] six 
(08337 +shesh ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) broad (07341 +rochab ) , and the third (07992 +sh@liyshiy ) [ was 
] seven (07651 +sheba( ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) broad (07341 +rochab ):for without (02351 +chuwts ) [ in 
the wall ] of the house (01004 +bayith ) he made (05414 +nathan ) narrowed (04052 +migra(ah ) rests round
(05439 +cabiyb ) about , that [ the beams ] should not be {fastened} (00270 +)achaz ) in the walls (07023 
+qiyr ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) . 

fastened 1Sa_31_10 And they put (07760 +suwm ) his armour (03627 +k@liy ) in the house (01004 +bayith )
of Ashtaroth (06252 +(Ashtarowth ):and they {fastened} (08628 +taqa( ) his body (01472 +g@viyah ) to the 
wall (07023 +qiyr ) of Bethshan (01052 +Beyth Sh@)an ) . 

fastened 2Ch_09_18 And [ there were ] six (08337 +shesh ) steps (04609 +ma(alah ) to the throne (03678 
+kicce) ) , with a footstool (03534 +kebesh ) of gold (02091 +zahab ) , [ which were ] {fastened} (00270 
+)achaz ) to the throne (03678 +kicce) ) , and stays (03027 +yad ) on each side of the sitting (03427 +yashab )
place (04725 +maqowm ) , and two (08147 +sh@nayim ) lions (00738 +)ariy ) standing (05975 +(amad ) by 
the stays (03027 +yad ) : 

fastened 2Sa_20_08 When they [ were ] at (05973 +(im ) the great (01419 +gadowl ) stone (68) which (00834 
+)aher ) [ is ] in Gibeon (01391 +Gib(own ) , Amasa (06021 +(Amasa) ) went (00935 +bow) ) before (06440 
+paniym ) them . And Joab s (03097 +Yow)ab ) garment (04055 +mad ) that he had put (05414 +nathan ) on
was girded (02296 +chagar ) unto him , and upon it a girdle (02290 +chagowr ) [ with ] a sword (02719 
+chereb ) {fastened} (06775 +tsamad ) upon his loins (04975 +mothen ) in the sheath (08593 +ta(ar ) thereof 
; and as he went (03318 +yatsa) ) forth (03318 +yatsa) ) it fell (05307 +naphal ) out . 

fastened Act_11_06 Upon the which (3739 -hos -) when I had {fastened} (0816 -atenizo -) mine eyes , I 
considered (2657 -katanoeo -) , and saw (1492 -eido -) fourfooted (5074 -tetrapous -) beasts (5074 -tetrapous 
-) of the earth (1093 -ge -) , and wild (2342 -therion -) beasts (2342 -therion -) , and creeping (2062 -herpeton
-) things , and fowls (4071 -peteinon -) of the air (3772 -ouranos -) . 

fastened Act_28_03 And when Paul (3972 -Paulos -) had gathered (4962 -sustrepho -) a bundle (4128 -
plethos -) of sticks (5434 -phruganon -) , and laid (2007 -epitithemi -) [ them ] on (1909 -epi -) the fire (4443 -
pura -) , there came (1831 -exerchomai -) a viper (2191 -echidna -) out of the heat (2329 -therme -) , and 
{fastened} (2510 -kathapto -) on (2510 -kathapto -) his hand (5495 -cheir -) . 

fastened Ecc_12_11 The words (01697 +dabar ) of the wise (02450 +chakam ) [ are ] as goads (01861 
+dorbown ) , and as nails (04930 +masm@rah ) {fastened} (05193 +nata( ) [ by ] the masters (01167 +ba(al )
of assemblies (00627 +)acuppah ) , [ which ] are given (05414 +nathan ) from one (00259 +)echad ) shepherd
(07462 +ra(ah ) . 

fastened Est_01_06 [ Where were ] white (02353 +chuwr ) , green (03768 +karpac ) , and blue (08504 
+t@keleth ) , [ hangings ] , {fastened} (00270 +)achaz ) with cords (02256 +chebel ) of fine linen (00948 
+buwts ) and purple (00713 +)argaman ) to silver (03701 +keceph ) rings (01550 +galiyl ) and pillars (05982 
+(ammuwd ) of marble (08338 +shawshaw ):the beds (04296 +mittah ) [ were of ] gold (02091 +zahab ) and 
silver (03701 +keceph ) , upon a pavement (07531 +ritspah ) of red (00923 +behat ) , and blue (08504 
+t@keleth ) , and white (01858 +dar ) , and black (05508 +cochereth ) , marble (08336 +shesh ) . 

fastened Exo_39_18 And the two (08147 +sh@nayim ) ends (07098 +qatsah ) of the two (08147 +sh@nayim 
) wreathen (05688 +(aboth ) chains (05688 +(aboth ) they {fastened} (05414 +nathan ) in the two (08147 
+sh@nayim ) ouches (04865 +mishb@tsah ) , and put (05414 +nathan ) them on (05921 +(al ) the 
shoulderpieces (03802 +katheph ) of the ephod (00646 +)ephowd ) , before it . 

fastened Exo_40_18 And Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) reared (06965 +quwm ) up the tabernacle (04908 
+mishkan ) , and {fastened} (05414 +nathan ) his sockets (00134 +)eden ) , and set (07760 +suwm ) up the 



boards (07175 +qeresh ) thereof , and put (05414 +nathan ) in the bars (01280 +b@riyach ) thereof , and 
reared (06965 +quwm ) up his pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) . 

fastened Eze_40_43 And within (01004 +bayith ) [ were ] hooks (08240 +shaphath ) , an hand (02948 
+tophach ) broad , {fastened} (03559 +kuwn ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about:and upon the tables (07979 
+shulchan ) [ was ] the flesh (01320 +basar ) of the offering (07133 +qorban ) . 

fastened Isa_22_25 In that day (03117 +yowm ) , saith (05002 +n@)um ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) of 
hosts (06635 +tsaba) ) , shall the nail (03489 +yathed ) that is {fastened} (08628 +taqa( ) in the sure (00539 
+)aman ) place (04725 +maqowm ) be removed (04185 +muwsh ) , and be cut (01438 +gada( ) down (01438 
+gada( ) , and fall (05307 +naphal ) ; and the burden (04853 +massa) ) that [ was ] upon it shall be cut 
(03772 +karath ) off:for the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath spoken (01696 +dabar ) [ it ] . 

fastened Isa_41_07 So the carpenter (02796 +charash ) encouraged (02388 +chazaq ) the goldsmith (06884 
+tsaraph ) , [ and ] he that smootheth (02505 +chalaq ) [ with ] the hammer (06360 +pattiysh ) him that 
smote (01986 +halam ) the anvil (06471 +pa(am ) , saying (00559 +)amar ) , It [ is ] ready (02896 +towb ) for
the sodering (01694 +debeq ):and he {fastened} (02388 +chazaq ) it with nails (04548 +macmer ) , [ that ] it 
should not be moved (04131 +mowt ) . 

fastened Job_38_06 Whereupon are the foundations (00134 +)eden ) thereof {fastened} (02883 +taba( ) ? or 
(00176 +)ow ) who (04310 +miy ) laid (03384 +yarah ) the corner (06438 +pinnah ) stone (68) thereof ; 

fastened Jud_04_21 Then Jael (03278 +Ya(el ) Heber s (02268 +Cheber ) wife (00802 +)ishshah ) took 
(03947 +laqach ) a nail (03489 +yathed ) of the tent (00168 +)ohel ) , and took (07760 +suwm ) an hammer 
(04718 +maqqebeth ) in her hand (03027 +yad ) , and went (00935 +bow) ) softly (03814 +la)t ) unto him , 
and smote (08628 +taqa( ) the nail (03489 +yathed ) into his temples (07451 +ra( ) , and {fastened} (06795 
+tsanach ) it into the ground (00776 +)erets ):for he was fast asleep (07290 +radam ) and weary (05774 
+(uwph ) . So he died (04191 +muwth ) . 

fastened Jud_16_14 And she {fastened} (08628 +taqa( ) [ it ] with the pin (03489 +yathed ) , and said (00559 
+)amar ) unto him , The Philistines (06430 +P@lishtiy ) [ be ] upon thee , Samson (08123 +Shimshown ) . 
And he awaked (03364 +yaqats ) out of his sleep (08142 +shehah ) , and went (05265 +naca( ) away (05265 
+naca( ) with the pin (03489 +yathed ) of the beam (00708 +)ereg ) , and with the web (04545 +macceketh ) .

fastened Luk_04_20 And he closed 4428 -ptusso - the book 0975 -biblion - , and he gave 0591 -apodidomi - [ 
it ] again 0591 -apodidomi - to the minister 5257 -huperetes - , and sat 2523 -kathizo - down 2523 -kathizo - .
And the eyes 3788 -ophthalmos - of all 3956 -pas - them that were in the synagogue 4864 -sunagoge - were 
{fastened} 0816 -atenizo - on him . 

fastening Act_03_04 And Peter (4074 -Petros -) , {fastening} (0816 -atenizo -) his eyes upon him with John 
(2491 -Ioannes -) , said (2036 -epo -) , Look (0991 -blepo -) on (1519 -eis -) us . 
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fasten , EX , 28:14 , EX , 28:25 , EX , 39:31 fasten , ISA , 22:23 fasten , JER , 10:4 fastened , 1CH , 10:10 
fastened , 1KI , 6:6 fastened , 1SA , 31:10 fastened , 2CH , 9:18 fastened , 2SA , 20:8 fastened , AC , 11:6 , AC , 
28:3 fastened , EC , 12:11 fastened , ES , 1:6 fastened , EX , 39:18 , EX , 40:18 fastened , EZE , 40:43 fastened , 
ISA , 22:25 , ISA , 41:7 fastened , JG , 4:21 , JG , 16:14 fastened , JOB , 38:6 fastened , LU , 4:20 fastening , AC ,
3:4 about 4024 # perizonnumi {per-id-zone'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 2224; to gird all around, i.e. (middle voice 
or passive) to fasten on one's belt (literally or figuratively): -- gird ({about}, self).[ql behold 0816 # atenizo 
{at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- {behold} 
earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql crucify 4362 # 
prospegnumi {pros-payg'-noo-mee}; from 4314 and 4078; to fasten to, i.e. (specifically) to impale (on a cross): - - 
{crucify}.[ql earnestly 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to 
stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold {earnestly} (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set eyes.[ql earnestly 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and 
teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look ({earnestly}, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set eyes.[ql eyes 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino
(to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set {eyes}.[ql eyes 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and 
teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten ({eyes}), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set eyes.[ql fasten 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- {fasten} on.[ql 
fasten 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze 
intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql 
gird 4024 # perizonnumi {per-id-zone'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 2224; to gird all around, i.e. (middle voice or 
passive) to fasten on one's belt (literally or figuratively): -- {gird} (about, self).[ql kindle 0681 # hapto {hap'-to}; a
primary verb; properly, to fasten to, i.e. (specially) to set on fire: -- {kindle}, light. [ql light 0681 # hapto 
{hap'-to}; a primary verb; properly, to fasten to, i.e. (specially) to set on fire: -- kindle, {light}. [ql look 0816 # 
atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), {look} (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql on 1976 # 
epirrhapto {ep-ir-hrap'-to}; from 1909 and the base of 4476; to stitch upon, i.e. fasten with the needle: -- sew 
{on}.[ql on 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- fasten {on}.[ql self 4024 # 
perizonnumi {per-id-zone'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 2224; to gird all around, i.e. (middle voice or passive) to 
fasten on one's belt (literally or figuratively): -- gird (about, {self}).[ql set 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a 
compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), 
fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), {set} eyes.[ql sew 1976 # epirrhapto {ep-ir-hrap'-to}; from
1909 and the base of 4476; to stitch upon, i.e. fasten with the needle: -- {sew} on.[ql stedfastly 0816 # atenizo 
{at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold 
earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up {stedfastly}), set eyes.[ql stedfastly 0816 # 
atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly ({stedfastly}), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql stedfastly 0816
# atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, {stedfastly}, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql up 0816 # 
atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, {up} stedfastly), set eyes.[ql fasten 
Interlinear Index Study fasten EXO 028 014 And two <08147 +sh@nayim > chains <08333 +sharah@rah > [ of ] 
pure <02889 +tahowr > gold <02091 +zahab > at the ends <04020 +migbalah > ; [ of ] wreathen <05688 + work 
<04639 +ma shalt thou make <06213 + them , and {fasten} <05414 +nathan > the wreathen <05688 + chains 
<08333 +sharah@rah > to the ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > . fasten EXO 028 025 And [ the other ] two <08147
+sh@nayim > ends <07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen <05688 + [ chains ] thou shalt 
{fasten} <05414 +nathan > in the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > , and put <05414 
+nathan > [ them ] on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the ephod <00646 +>ephowd > before 
it . fasten EXO 039 031 And they tied <05414 +nathan > unto it a lace <06616 +pathiyl > of blue <08504 
+t@keleth > , to {fasten} <05414 +nathan > [ it ] on high <04605 +ma upon the mitre <04701 +mitsnepheth > ; as
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . fasten ISA 022 023 
And I will {fasten} <08628 +taqa< > him [ as ] a nail <03489 +yathed > in a sure <00539 +>aman > place 
<04725 +maqowm > ; and he shall be for a glorious <03519 +kabowd > throne <03678 +kicce> > to his father s 
<1> house <01004 +bayith > . fasten JER 010 004 They deck <03302 +yaphah > it with silver <03701 +keceph > 
and with gold <02091 +zahab > ; they {fasten} <02388 +chazaq > it with nails <04548 +macmer > and with 



hammers <04717 +maqqabah > , that it move <06328 +puwq > not . fastened EXO 039 018 And the two <08147 
+sh@nayim > ends <07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen <05688 + chains <05688 + they
{fastened} <05414 +nathan > in the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > , and put <05414 
+nathan > them on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the ephod <00646 +>ephowd > , before it 
. fastened EXO 040 018 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh > reared <06965 +quwm > up the tabernacle <04908 
+mishkan > , and {fastened} <05414 +nathan > his sockets <00134 +>eden > , and set <07760 +suwm > up the 
boards <07175 +qeresh > thereof , and put <05414 +nathan > in the bars <01280 +b@riyach > thereof , and reared
<06965 +quwm > up his pillars <05982 + . fastened JUDG 004 021 Then Jael <03278 +Ya Heber s <02268 
+Cheber > wife <00802 +>ishshah > took <03947 +laqach > a nail <03489 +yathed > of the tent <00168 +>ohel 
> , and took <07760 +suwm > an hammer <04718 +maqqebeth > in her hand <03027 +yad > , and went <00935 
+bow> > softly <03814 +la>t > unto him , and smote <08628 +taqa< > the nail <03489 +yathed > into his 
temples <07451 +ra< > , and {fastened} <06795 +tsanach > it into the ground <00776 +>erets > : for he was fast 
asleep <07290 +radam > and weary <05774 + . So he died <04191 +muwth > . fastened JUDG 016 014 And she 
{fastened} <08628 +taqa< > [ it ] with the pin <03489 +yathed > , and said <00559 +>amar > unto him , The 
Philistines <06430 +P@lishtiy > [ be ] upon thee , Samson <08123 +Shimshown > . And he awaked <03364 
+yaqats > out of his sleep <08142 +shehah > , and went <05265 +naca< > away <05265 +naca< > with the pin 
<03489 +yathed > of the beam <00708 +>ereg > , and with the web <04545 +macceketh > . fastened 1SA 031 
010 And they put <07760 +suwm > his armour <03627 +k@liy > in the house <01004 +bayith > of Ashtaroth 
<06252 + : and they {fastened} <08628 +taqa< > his body <01472 +g@viyah > to the wall <07023 +qiyr > of 
Bethshan <01052 +Beyth Sh@>an > . fastened 2SA 020 008 When they [ were ] at <05973 + the great <01419 
+gadowl > stone <68> which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] in Gibeon <01391 +Gib , Amasa <06021 + > went <00935 
+bow> > before <06440 +paniym > them . And Joab s <03097 +Yow>ab > garment <04055 +mad > that he had 
put <05414 +nathan > on was girded <02296 +chagar > unto him , and upon it a girdle <02290 +chagowr > [ with
] a sword <02719 +chereb > {fastened} <06775 +tsamad > upon his loins <04975 +mothen > in the sheath 
<08593 +ta thereof ; and as he went <03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > it fell <05307 +naphal > out . 
fastened 1KI 006 006 The nethermost <08481 +tachtown > chamber <03326 +yatsuwa< > [ was ] five <02568 
+chamesh > cubits <00520 +>ammah > broad <07341 +rochab > , and the middle <08484 +tiykown > [ was ] six 
<08337 +shesh > cubits <00520 +>ammah > broad <07341 +rochab > , and the third <07992 +sh@liyshiy > [ was
] seven <07651 +sheba< > cubits <00520 +>ammah > broad <07341 +rochab > : for without <02351 +chuwts > [ 
in the wall ] of the house <01004 +bayith > he made <05414 +nathan > narrowed <04052 +migra rests round 
<05439 +cabiyb > about , that [ the beams ] should not be {fastened} <00270 +>achaz > in the walls <07023 
+qiyr > of the house <01004 +bayith > . fastened 1CH 010 010 And they put <07760 +suwm > his armour 
<03627 +k@liy > in the house <01004 +bayith > of their gods <00430 +>elohiym > , and {fastened} <08628 
+taqa< > his head <07218 +ro>sh > in the temple <01004 +bayith > of Dagon <01712 +Dagown > . fastened 2CH
009 018 And [ there were ] six <08337 +shesh > steps <04609 +ma to the throne <03678 +kicce> > , with a 
footstool <03534 +kebesh > of gold <02091 +zahab > , [ which were ] {fastened} <00270 +>achaz > to the throne
<03678 +kicce> > , and stays <03027 +yad > on each side of the sitting <03427 +yashab > place <04725 
+maqowm > , and two <08147 +sh@nayim > lions <00738 +>ariy > standing <05975 + by the stays <03027 +yad
> : fastened EST 001 006 [ Where were ] white <02353 +chuwr > , green <03768 +karpac > , and blue <08504 
+t@keleth > , [ hangings ] , {fastened} <00270 +>achaz > with cords <02256 +chebel > of fine linen <00948 
+buwts > and purple <00713 +>argaman > to silver <03701 +keceph > rings <01550 +galiyl > and pillars <05982
+ of marble <08338 +shawshaw > : the beds <04296 +mittah > [ were of ] gold <02091 +zahab > and silver 
<03701 +keceph > , upon a pavement <07531 +ritspah > of red <00923 +behat > , and blue <08504 +t@keleth > ,
and white <01858 +dar > , and black <05508 +cochereth > , marble <08336 +shesh > . fastened JOB 038 006 
Whereupon are the foundations <00134 +>eden > thereof {fastened} <02883 +taba< > ? or <00176 +>ow > who 
<04310 +miy > laid <03384 +yarah > the corner <06438 +pinnah > stone <68> thereof ; fastened ECC 012 011 
The words <01697 +dabar > of the wise <02450 +chakam > [ are ] as goads <01861 +dorbown > , and as nails 
<04930 +masm@rah > {fastened} <05193 +nata< > [ by ] the masters <01167 +ba of assemblies <00627 
+>acuppah > , [ which ] are given <05414 +nathan > from one <00259 +>echad > shepherd <07462 +ra . fastened
ISA 022 025 In that day <03117 +yowm > , saith <05002 +n@>um > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > of hosts 
<06635 +tsaba> > , shall the nail <03489 +yathed > that is {fastened} <08628 +taqa< > in the sure <00539 
+>aman > place <04725 +maqowm > be removed <04185 +muwsh > , and be cut <01438 +gada< > down 
<01438 +gada< > , and fall <05307 +naphal > ; and the burden <04853 +massa> > that [ was ] upon it shall be cut
<03772 +karath > off : for the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath spoken <01696 +dabar > [ it ] . fastened ISA 041
007 So the carpenter <02796 +charash > encouraged <02388 +chazaq > the goldsmith <06884 +tsaraph > , [ and ]



he that smootheth <02505 +chalaq > [ with ] the hammer <06360 +pattiysh > him that smote <01986 +halam > 
the anvil <06471 +pa , saying <00559 +>amar > , It [ is ] ready <02896 +towb > for the sodering <01694 +debeq 
> : and he {fastened} <02388 +chazaq > it with nails <04548 +macmer > , [ that ] it should not be moved <04131 
+mowt > . fastened EZE 040 043 And within <01004 +bayith > [ were ] hooks <08240 +shaphath > , an hand 
<02948 +tophach > broad , {fastened} <03559 +kuwn > round <05439 +cabiyb > about : and upon the tables 
<07979 +shulchan > [ was ] the flesh <01320 +basar > of the offering <07133 +qorban > . fastened LUK 004 020 
And he closed 4428 -ptusso - the book LUK 0975 -biblion - , and he gave 0591 -apodidomi - [ it ] again LUK 
0591 -apodidomi - to the minister 5257 -huperetes - , and sat 2523 -kathizo - down 2523 -kathizo - . And the eyes 
3788 - ophthalmos - of all 3956 -pas - them that were in the synagogue 4864 -sunagoge - were {fastened} LUK 
0816 -atenizo - on him . fastened ACT 011 006 Upon the which <3739 -hos -> when I had {fastened} <0816 -
atenizo -> mine eyes , I considered <2657 - katanoeo -> , and saw <1492 -eido -> fourfooted <5074 -tetrapous -> 
beasts <5074 -tetrapous -> of the earth <1093 -ge -> , and wild <2342 -therion -> beasts <2342 -therion -> , and 
creeping <2062 -herpeton -> things , and fowls <4071 -peteinon -> of the air <3772 -ouranos -> . fastened ACT 
028 003 And when Paul <3972 -Paulos -> had gathered <4962 -sustrepho -> a bundle <4128 -plethos -> of sticks 
<5434 - phruganon -> , and laid <2007 -epitithemi -> [ them ] on <1909 - epi -> the fire <4443 -pura -> , there 
came <1831 -exerchomai -> a viper <2191 -echidna -> out of the heat <2329 -therme -> , and {fastened} <2510 -
kathapto -> on <2510 -kathapto -> his hand <5495 -cheir -> . fastening ACT 003 004 And Peter <4074 -Petros -> 
, {fastening} <0816 -atenizo -> his eyes upon him with John <2491 -Ioannes -> , said <2036 -epo -> , Look <0991
-blepo -> on <1519 -eis -> us . they fasten it with nails thou shalt fasten will fasten him - fasten , 2388 , 5414 , 
8628 , fasten EXO 028 014 And two <08147 +sh@nayim > chains <08333 +sharah@rah > [ of ] pure <02889 
+tahowr > gold <02091 +zahab > at the ends <04020 +migbalah > ; [ of ] wreathen <05688 + work <04639 +ma
shalt thou make <06213 + them , and {fasten} <05414 +nathan > the wreathen <05688 + chains <08333 
+sharah@rah > to the ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > . fasten EXO 028 025 And [ the other ] two <08147 
+sh@nayim > ends <07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen <05688 + [ chains ] thou shalt 
{fasten} <05414 +nathan > in the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > , and put <05414 
+nathan > [ them ] on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the ephod <00646 +>ephowd > before 
it . fasten EXO 039 031 And they tied <05414 +nathan > unto it a lace <06616 +pathiyl > of blue <08504 
+t@keleth > , to {fasten} <05414 +nathan > [ it ] on high <04605 +ma upon the mitre <04701 +mitsnepheth > ; as
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . fastened EXO 039 
018 And the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ends <07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen 
<05688 + chains <05688 + they {fastened} <05414 +nathan > in the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ouches <04865 
+mishb@tsah > , and put <05414 +nathan > them on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the 
ephod <00646 +>ephowd > , before it . fastened EXO 040 018 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh > reared <06965 
+quwm > up the tabernacle <04908 +mishkan > , and {fastened} <05414 +nathan > his sockets <00134 +>eden > 
, and set <07760 +suwm > up the boards <07175 +qeresh > thereof , and put <05414 +nathan > in the bars 
<01280 +b@riyach > thereof , and reared <06965 +quwm > up his pillars <05982 + . fastened -0816 behold, 
beholding, earnestly, {fastened}, fastening, look, looked, looking, set, stedfastly, fastened -2510 {fastened}, on, 
fastening -0816 behold, beholding, earnestly, fastened, {fastening}, look, looked, looking, set, stedfastly, fasten -
5414 add , applied , appoint , appointed , ascribe , ascribed , assigned , bestow , bestowed , bring , bringeth , 
brought , cast , cause , caused , causeth , charge , charged , cometh , commit , committed , confusion , considered ,
count , cried , deliver , delivered , deliveredst , delivereth , direct , distribute , done , {fasten} , fastened , forth , 
frame , gave , gavest , give , given , givest , giveth , giving , gotten , grant , granted , hang , having , laid , lay , 
layeth , leave , left , lend , let , lift , liftest , made , make , maketh , occupied , offer , ordained , over , oversight , 
paid , pay , perform , place , placed , plant , pour , presented , print , pulled , put , puttest , putteth , putting , 
recompense , recompensed , recompensing , requite , restored , send , sendeth , sent , set , setting , shew , shewed ,
fasten -2388 became , behave , caught , clave , confirm , confirmed , constant , constrained , continued , courage , 
courageous , courageously , encourage , encouraged , established , {fasten} , fastened , force , fortified , fortify , 
harden , hardened , harder , held , help , hold , holden , holdeth , leaneth , maintain , men , mend , mighty , obtain ,
prevail , prevailed , received , recovered , relieve , repair , repaired , retain , retained , retaineth , seized , sore , 
stout , strength , strengthen , strengthened , strong , stronger , sure , take , taken , taketh , took , urgent , valiantly , 
withstand , fasten -8628 blew , blow , bloweth , blowing , blown , cast , clap , {fasten} , fastened , pitch , pitched , 
smote , sounded , stricken , strike , striketh , suretiship , thrust , trumpet , fastened -5414 add , applied , appoint , 
appointed , ascribe , ascribed , assigned , bestow , bestowed , bring , bringeth , brought , cast , cause , caused , 
causeth , charge , charged , cometh , commit , committed , confusion , considered , count , cried , deliver , 
delivered , deliveredst , delivereth , direct , distribute , done , fasten , {fastened} , forth , frame , gave , gavest , 



give , given , givest , giveth , giving , gotten , grant , granted , hang , having , laid , lay , layeth , leave , left , lend , 
let , lift , liftest , made , make , maketh , occupied , offer , ordained , over , oversight , paid , pay , perform , place ,
placed , plant , pour , presented , print , pulled , put , puttest , putteth , putting , recompense , recompensed , 
recompensing , requite , restored , send , sendeth , sent , set , setting , shew , shewed , fastened -0270 bar , caught ,
come , {fastened} , handle , have , held , hold , holden , holdest , holdeth , portion , possessed , possession , 
possessions , rested , surprised , take , taken , taketh , took , fastened -2388 became , behave , caught , clave , 
confirm , confirmed , constant , constrained , continued , courage , courageous , courageously , encourage , 
encouraged , established , fasten , {fastened} , force , fortified , fortify , harden , hardened , harder , held , help , 
hold , holden , holdeth , leaneth , maintain , men , mend , mighty , obtain , prevail , prevailed , received , 
recovered , relieve , repair , repaired , retain , retained , retaineth , seized , sore , stout , strength , strengthen , 
strengthened , strong , stronger , sure , take , taken , taketh , took , urgent , valiantly , withstand , fastened -2883 
{fastened} , settled , sink , sunk , fastened -3559 aright , certain , certainty , confirm , confirmed , deed , direct , 
directed , directeth , establish , established , faithfulness , fashion , fashioned , {fastened} , firm , fitted , fixed , 
frame , meet , ordained , order , ordered , perfect , preparation , prepare , prepared , preparest , prepareth , provide 
, provided , provideth , provision , ready , right , set , setteth , stable , stablish , stablished , stablisheth , standeth , 
stood , tarry , very , fastened -5193 {fastened} , plant , planted , plantedst , planters , fastened -6775 {fastened} , 
frameth , joined , fastened -6795 {fastened} , lighted , fastened -8628 blew , blow , bloweth , blowing , blown , 
cast , clap , fasten , {fastened} , pitch , pitched , smote , sounded , stricken , strike , striketh , suretiship , thrust , 
trumpet , fasten 0270 -- /achaz -- + be affrighted, bar, (catch, lay, take) hold (back), comeupon, {fasten}, handle, 
portion, (get, have or take) possess(-ion). fasten 2388 -- chazaq -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be 
constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage(self), be established, {fasten}, 
force, fortify, make hard, harden, help,(lay) hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty,
prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen(self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) 
strong(-er), be sure, take (hold),be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. fasten 2883 -- taba\ -- drown, {fasten},
settle, sink. fasten 3559 -- kuwn -- certain(-ty), confirm, direct, faithfulness, fashion,{fasten}, firm, be fitted, be 
fixed, frame, be meet, ordain, order,perfect, (make) preparation, prepare (self), provide, make provision, (be,
make) ready, right, set (aright, fast, forth), be stable, (e-)stablish,stand, tarry, X verydeed fasten 5414 -- nathan -- 
add, apply, appoint, ascribe, assign, X avenge, X be([healed]), bestow, bring (forth, hither), cast, cause, charge, 
come,commit, consider, count, + cry, deliver (up), direct, distribute, do, Xdoubtless, X without fail, {fasten}, 
frame, X get, give (forth, over, up),grant, hang (up), X have, X indeed, lay (unto charge, up), (give) leave,lend, let 
(out), + lie, lift up, make, + O that, occupy, offer, ordain,pay, perform, place, pour, print, X pull , put (forth), 
recompense, render, requite, restore, send (out), set (forth), shew, shoot forth (up), + sing,+ slander, strike, 
[sub-]mit, suffer, X surely, X take, thrust, trade,turn, utter, + weep, + willingly, + withdraw, + would (to) God, 
yield. fasten 6775 -- tsamad -- {fasten}, frame, join (self). fasten 6795 -- tsanach -- {fasten}, light [from off]. 
fasten 8628 -- taqa\ -- blow ([a trumpet]), cast, clap, {fasten}, pitch [tent],smite, sound, strike, X suretiship, thrust.
fasten 0816 ** atenizo ** behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look(earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), 
set eyes. fasten 2510 ** kathapto ** {fasten} on. fastened 5193 -- nata\ -- {fastened}, plant(-er). fastened ......... 
and fastened 2510 -kathapto-> fastened ......... were fastened 0816 -atenizo-> fastened ......... when I had fastened 
0816 -atenizo-> fastening ......... fastening 0816 -atenizo-> fasten 0270 ## >achaz {aw-khaz'}; a primitive root; to 
seize (often with the accessory idea of holding in possession): -- + be affrighted, bar, (catch, lay, take) hold (back),
come upon, {fasten}, handle, portion, (get, have or take) possess(-ion). [ql fasten 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a 
primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be strong (figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, 
help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be 
constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, {fasten}, 
force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) 
mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax)
strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. [ql fasten 2883 ## taba< {taw-bah'}; a
primitive root; to sink: -- drown, {fasten}, settle, sink. [ql fasten 3559 ## kuwn {koon}; a primitive root; properly,
to be erect(i.e. stand perpendicular); hence (causatively) to set up, in a great variety of applications, whether literal
(establish, fix, prepare, apply), or figurative (appoint, render sure, proper or prosperous): -- certain(-ty), confirm, 
direct, faithfulness, fashion, {fasten}, firm, be fitted, be fixed, frame, be meet, ordain, order, perfect, (make) 
preparation, prepare (self), provide, make provision, (be, make) ready, right, set (aright, fast, forth), be stable, 
(e-)stablish, stand, tarry, X verydeed [ql fasten 5414 ## nathan {naw-than'}; a primitive root; to give, used with 
greatest latitude of application (put, make, etc.): -- add, apply, appoint, ascribe, assign, X avenge, X be ([healed]), 
bestow, bring (forth, hither), cast, cause, charge, come, commit, consider, count, + cry, deliver (up), direct, 



distribute, do, X doubtless, X without fail, {fasten}, frame, X get, give (forth, over, up), grant, hang (up), X have, 
X indeed, lay (unto charge, up), (give) leave, lend, let (out), + lie, lift up, make, + O that, occupy, offer, ordain, 
pay, perform, place, pour, print, X pull , put (forth), recompense, render, requite, restore, send (out), set (forth), 
shew, shoot forth (up), + sing, + slander, strike, [sub-]mit, suffer, X surely, X take, thrust, trade, turn, utter, + 
weep, + willingly, + withdraw, + would (to) God, yield. [ql fasten 6775 ## tsamad {tsaw-mad'}; a primitive root; 
to link, i. e. gird; figuratively, to serve, (mentally) contrive: -- {fasten}, frame, join (self).[ql fasten 6795 ## 
tsanach {tsaw-nakh'}; a primitive root; to alight; (transitive) to cause to descend, i.e. drive down: -- {fasten}, light 
[from off].[ql fasten 8628 ## taqa< {taw-kah'}; a primitive root; to clatter, i. e. slap (the hands together), clang (an 
instrument); by analogy, to drive (a nail or tent-pin, a dart, etc.); by implication, to become bondsman by 
handclasping): -- blow ([a trumpet]), cast, clap, {fasten}, pitch [tent], smite, sound, strike, X suretiship, thrust.[ql 
fasten 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze 
intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql 
fasten 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- {fasten} on.[ql fastened 5193 ## nata< 
{naw-tah'}; a primitive root; properly, to strike in, i.e. fix; specifically, to plant (literally or figuratively): -- 
{fastened}, plant(-er).[ql fasten 022 023 Isa /^{fasten /him as a nail in a sure place ; and he shall be for a glorious 
throne to his father's house . fasten 028 025 Exo /^{fasten /in the two ouches , and put them on the shoulderpieces 
of the ephod before it . fasten 039 031 Exo /^{fasten /it on high upon the mitre ; as the LORD commanded Moses 
. fasten 010 004 Jer /^{fasten /it with nails and with hammers , that it move not. fasten 028 014 Exo /^{fasten /the 
wreathen chains to the ouches . fastened 012 011 Ecc /^{fastened /by the masters of assemblies , which are given 
from one shepherd . fastened 031 010 ISa /^{fastened /his body to the wall of Bethshan . fastened 010 010 ICh 
/^{fastened /his head in the temple of Dagon . fastened 040 018 Exo /^{fastened /his sockets , and set up the 
boards thereof, and put in the bars thereof, and reared up his pillars . fastened 022 025 Isa /^{fastened /in the sure 
place be removed , and be cut down , and fall ; and the burden that was upon it shall be cut off : for the LORD 
hath spoken it. fastened 039 018 Exo /^{fastened /in the two ouches , and put them on the shoulderpieces of the 
ephod , before it . fastened 006 006 IKi /^{fastened /in the walls of the house . fastened 004 021 Jug /^{fastened /it
into the ground : for he was fast asleep and weary . So he died . fastened 041 007 Isa /^{fastened /it with nails , 
that it should not be moved . fastened 016 014 Jug /^{fastened /it with the pin , and said unto him, The Philistines 
be upon thee, Samson . And he awaked out of his sleep , and went away with the pin of the beam , and with the 
web . fastened 011 006 Act /${fastened /mine eyes , I considered , and saw fourfooted beasts of the earth , and 
wild beasts , and creeping things , and fowls of the air . fastened 004 020 Luk /${fastened /on him . fastened 028 
003 Act /${fastened /on his hand . fastened 038 006 Job /^{fastened /or who laid the corner stone thereof; fastened
040 043 Eze /^{fastened /round about : and upon the tables was the flesh of the offering . fastened 009 018 IICh 
/^{fastened /to the throne , and stays on each side of the sitting place , and two lions standing by the stays : 
fastened 020 008 IISa /^{fastened /upon his loins in the sheath thereof; and as he went forth it fell out . fastened 
001 006 Est /^{fastened /with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble : the beds were of 
gold and silver , upon a pavement of red , and blue , and white , and black , marble . fastening 003 004 Act 
/${fastening /his eyes upon him with John , said , Look on us . fasten 5 * fastened 18 - fastening 1 - fasten And 
two chains [of] pure gold at the ends; [of] wreathen work shalt thou make them, and {fasten} the wreathen chains 
to the ouches. fasten And [the other] two ends of the two wreathen [chains] thou shalt {fasten} in the two ouches, 
and put [them] on the shoulder pieces of the ephod before it. fasten And they tied unto it a lace of blue, to {fasten}
[it] on high upon the mitre; as the LORD commanded Moses. fasten And I will {fasten} him [as] a nail in a sure 
place; and he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house. fasten They deck it with silver and with gold; they
{fasten} it with nails and with hammers, that it move not. 
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about 4024 # perizonnumi {per-id-zone'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 2224; to gird all around, i.e. (middle voice or 
passive) to fasten on one's belt (literally or figuratively): -- gird ({about}, self).[ql behold 0816 # atenizo 
{at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- {behold} 
earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql crucify 4362 # 
prospegnumi {pros-payg'-noo-mee}; from 4314 and 4078; to fasten to, i.e. (specifically) to impale (on a cross): - - 
{crucify}.[ql earnestly 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to 
stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold {earnestly} (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set eyes.[ql earnestly 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and 
teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look ({earnestly}, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set eyes.[ql eyes 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino
(to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set {eyes}.[ql eyes 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and 
teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten ({eyes}), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up 
stedfastly), set eyes.[ql fasten 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- {fasten} on.[ql 
fasten 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze 
intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql 
gird 4024 # perizonnumi {per-id-zone'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 2224; to gird all around, i.e. (middle voice or 
passive) to fasten on one's belt (literally or figuratively): -- {gird} (about, self).[ql kindle 0681 # hapto {hap'-to}; a
primary verb; properly, to fasten to, i.e. (specially) to set on fire: -- {kindle}, light. [ql light 0681 # hapto 
{hap'-to}; a primary verb; properly, to fasten to, i.e. (specially) to set on fire: -- kindle, {light}. [ql look 0816 # 
atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), {look} (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql on 1976 # 
epirrhapto {ep-ir-hrap'-to}; from 1909 and the base of 4476; to stitch upon, i.e. fasten with the needle: -- sew 
{on}.[ql on 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- fasten {on}.[ql self 4024 # 
perizonnumi {per-id-zone'-noo-mee}; from 4012 and 2224; to gird all around, i.e. (middle voice or passive) to 
fasten on one's belt (literally or figuratively): -- gird (about, {self}).[ql set 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a 
compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), 
fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), {set} eyes.[ql sew 1976 # epirrhapto {ep-ir-hrap'-to}; from
1909 and the base of 4476; to stitch upon, i.e. fasten with the needle: -- {sew} on.[ql stedfastly 0816 # atenizo 
{at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- behold 
earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up {stedfastly}), set eyes.[ql stedfastly 0816 # 
atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly ({stedfastly}), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql stedfastly 0816
# atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, {stedfastly}, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql up 0816 # 
atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze intently: -- 
behold earnestly (stedfastly), fasten (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, {up} stedfastly), set eyes.[ql





fastened -0816 behold, beholding, earnestly, {fastened}, fastening, look, looked, looking, set, stedfastly, fastened -
2510 {fastened}, on, fastening -0816 behold, beholding, earnestly, fastened, {fastening}, look, looked, looking, 
set, stedfastly,



fasten -5414 add , applied , appoint , appointed , ascribe , ascribed , assigned , bestow , bestowed , bring , bringeth
, brought , cast , cause , caused , causeth , charge , charged , cometh , commit , committed , confusion , considered
, count , cried , deliver , delivered , deliveredst , delivereth , direct , distribute , done , {fasten} , fastened , forth , 
frame , gave , gavest , give , given , givest , giveth , giving , gotten , grant , granted , hang , having , laid , lay , 
layeth , leave , left , lend , let , lift , liftest , made , make , maketh , occupied , offer , ordained , over , oversight , 
paid , pay , perform , place , placed , plant , pour , presented , print , pulled , put , puttest , putteth , putting , 
recompense , recompensed , recompensing , requite , restored , send , sendeth , sent , set , setting , shew , shewed ,
fasten -2388 became , behave , caught , clave , confirm , confirmed , constant , constrained , continued , courage , 
courageous , courageously , encourage , encouraged , established , {fasten} , fastened , force , fortified , fortify , 
harden , hardened , harder , held , help , hold , holden , holdeth , leaneth , maintain , men , mend , mighty , obtain ,
prevail , prevailed , received , recovered , relieve , repair , repaired , retain , retained , retaineth , seized , sore , 
stout , strength , strengthen , strengthened , strong , stronger , sure , take , taken , taketh , took , urgent , valiantly , 
withstand , fasten -8628 blew , blow , bloweth , blowing , blown , cast , clap , {fasten} , fastened , pitch , pitched , 
smote , sounded , stricken , strike , striketh , suretiship , thrust , trumpet , fastened -5414 add , applied , appoint , 
appointed , ascribe , ascribed , assigned , bestow , bestowed , bring , bringeth , brought , cast , cause , caused , 
causeth , charge , charged , cometh , commit , committed , confusion , considered , count , cried , deliver , 
delivered , deliveredst , delivereth , direct , distribute , done , fasten , {fastened} , forth , frame , gave , gavest , 
give , given , givest , giveth , giving , gotten , grant , granted , hang , having , laid , lay , layeth , leave , left , lend , 
let , lift , liftest , made , make , maketh , occupied , offer , ordained , over , oversight , paid , pay , perform , place ,
placed , plant , pour , presented , print , pulled , put , puttest , putteth , putting , recompense , recompensed , 
recompensing , requite , restored , send , sendeth , sent , set , setting , shew , shewed , fastened -0270 bar , caught ,
come , {fastened} , handle , have , held , hold , holden , holdest , holdeth , portion , possessed , possession , 
possessions , rested , surprised , take , taken , taketh , took , fastened -2388 became , behave , caught , clave , 
confirm , confirmed , constant , constrained , continued , courage , courageous , courageously , encourage , 
encouraged , established , fasten , {fastened} , force , fortified , fortify , harden , hardened , harder , held , help , 
hold , holden , holdeth , leaneth , maintain , men , mend , mighty , obtain , prevail , prevailed , received , 
recovered , relieve , repair , repaired , retain , retained , retaineth , seized , sore , stout , strength , strengthen , 
strengthened , strong , stronger , sure , take , taken , taketh , took , urgent , valiantly , withstand , fastened -2883 
{fastened} , settled , sink , sunk , fastened -3559 aright , certain , certainty , confirm , confirmed , deed , direct , 
directed , directeth , establish , established , faithfulness , fashion , fashioned , {fastened} , firm , fitted , fixed , 
frame , meet , ordained , order , ordered , perfect , preparation , prepare , prepared , preparest , prepareth , provide 
, provided , provideth , provision , ready , right , set , setteth , stable , stablish , stablished , stablisheth , standeth , 
stood , tarry , very , fastened -5193 {fastened} , plant , planted , plantedst , planters , fastened -6775 {fastened} , 
frameth , joined , fastened -6795 {fastened} , lighted , fastened -8628 blew , blow , bloweth , blowing , blown , 
cast , clap , fasten , {fastened} , pitch , pitched , smote , sounded , stricken , strike , striketh , suretiship , thrust , 
trumpet ,



fasten 0270 -- /achaz -- + be affrighted, bar, (catch, lay, take) hold (back), comeupon, {fasten}, handle, portion, 
(get, have or take) possess(-ion). fasten 2388 -- chazaq -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be 
constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage(self), be established, {fasten}, 
force, fortify, make hard, harden, help,(lay) hold (fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty,
prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be (wax) sore, strengthen(self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) 
strong(-er), be sure, take (hold),be urgent, behave self valiantly, withstand. fasten 2883 -- taba\ -- drown, {fasten},
settle, sink. fasten 3559 -- kuwn -- certain(-ty), confirm, direct, faithfulness, fashion,{fasten}, firm, be fitted, be 
fixed, frame, be meet, ordain, order,perfect, (make) preparation, prepare (self), provide, make provision, (be,
make) ready, right, set (aright, fast, forth), be stable, (e-)stablish,stand, tarry, X verydeed fasten 5414 -- nathan -- 
add, apply, appoint, ascribe, assign, X avenge, X be([healed]), bestow, bring (forth, hither), cast, cause, charge, 
come,commit, consider, count, + cry, deliver (up), direct, distribute, do, Xdoubtless, X without fail, {fasten}, 
frame, X get, give (forth, over, up),grant, hang (up), X have, X indeed, lay (unto charge, up), (give) leave,lend, let 
(out), + lie, lift up, make, + O that, occupy, offer, ordain,pay, perform, place, pour, print, X pull , put (forth), 
recompense, render, requite, restore, send (out), set (forth), shew, shoot forth (up), + sing,+ slander, strike, 
[sub-]mit, suffer, X surely, X take, thrust, trade,turn, utter, + weep, + willingly, + withdraw, + would (to) God, 
yield. fasten 6775 -- tsamad -- {fasten}, frame, join (self). fasten 6795 -- tsanach -- {fasten}, light [from off]. 
fasten 8628 -- taqa\ -- blow ([a trumpet]), cast, clap, {fasten}, pitch [tent],smite, sound, strike, X suretiship, thrust.
fasten 0816 ** atenizo ** behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look(earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), 
set eyes. fasten 2510 ** kathapto ** {fasten} on. fastened 5193 -- nata\ -- {fastened}, plant(-er).





fastened ......... and fastened 2510 -kathapto-> fastened ......... were fastened 0816 -atenizo-> fastened ......... when I
had fastened 0816 -atenizo-> fastening ......... fastening 0816 -atenizo->



fasten 0270 ## >achaz {aw-khaz'}; a primitive root; to seize (often with the accessory idea of holding in 
possession): -- + be affrighted, bar, (catch, lay, take) hold (back), come upon, {fasten}, handle, portion, (get, have 
or take) possess(-ion). [ql fasten 2388 ## chazaq {khaw-zak'}; a primitive root; to fasten upon; hence, to seize, be 
strong (figuratively, courageous, causatively strengthen, cure, help, repair, fortify), obstinate; to bind, restrain, 
conquer: -- aid, amend, X calker, catch, cleave, confirm, be constant, constrain, continue, be of good (take) 
courage(-ous, -- ly), encourage (self), be established, {fasten}, force, fortify, make hard, harden, help, (lay) hold 
(fast), lean, maintain, play the man, mend, become (wax) mighty, prevail, be recovered, repair, retain, seize, be 
(wax) sore, strengthen (self), be stout, be (make, shew, wax) strong(-er), be sure, take (hold), be urgent, behave 
self valiantly, withstand. [ql fasten 2883 ## taba< {taw-bah'}; a primitive root; to sink: -- drown, {fasten}, settle, 
sink. [ql fasten 3559 ## kuwn {koon}; a primitive root; properly, to be erect(i.e. stand perpendicular); hence 
(causatively) to set up, in a great variety of applications, whether literal (establish, fix, prepare, apply), or 
figurative (appoint, render sure, proper or prosperous): -- certain(-ty), confirm, direct, faithfulness, fashion, 
{fasten}, firm, be fitted, be fixed, frame, be meet, ordain, order, perfect, (make) preparation, prepare (self), 
provide, make provision, (be, make) ready, right, set (aright, fast, forth), be stable, (e-)stablish, stand, tarry, X 
verydeed [ql fasten 5414 ## nathan {naw-than'}; a primitive root; to give, used with greatest latitude of 
application (put, make, etc.): -- add, apply, appoint, ascribe, assign, X avenge, X be ([healed]), bestow, bring 
(forth, hither), cast, cause, charge, come, commit, consider, count, + cry, deliver (up), direct, distribute, do, X 
doubtless, X without fail, {fasten}, frame, X get, give (forth, over, up), grant, hang (up), X have, X indeed, lay 
(unto charge, up), (give) leave, lend, let (out), + lie, lift up, make, + O that, occupy, offer, ordain, pay, perform, 
place, pour, print, X pull , put (forth), recompense, render, requite, restore, send (out), set (forth), shew, shoot 
forth (up), + sing, + slander, strike, [sub-]mit, suffer, X surely, X take, thrust, trade, turn, utter, + weep, + 
willingly, + withdraw, + would (to) God, yield. [ql fasten 6775 ## tsamad {tsaw-mad'}; a primitive root; to link, i. 
e. gird; figuratively, to serve, (mentally) contrive: -- {fasten}, frame, join (self).[ql fasten 6795 ## tsanach 
{tsaw-nakh'}; a primitive root; to alight; (transitive) to cause to descend, i.e. drive down: -- {fasten}, light [from 
off].[ql fasten 8628 ## taqa< {taw-kah'}; a primitive root; to clatter, i. e. slap (the hands together), clang (an 
instrument); by analogy, to drive (a nail or tent-pin, a dart, etc.); by implication, to become bondsman by 
handclasping): -- blow ([a trumpet]), cast, clap, {fasten}, pitch [tent], smite, sound, strike, X suretiship, thrust.[ql 
fasten 0816 # atenizo {at-en-id'-zo}; from a compound of 1 (as a particle of union) and teino (to stretch); to gaze 
intently: -- behold earnestly (stedfastly), {fasten} (eyes), look (earnestly, stedfastly, up stedfastly), set eyes.[ql 
fasten 2510 # kathapto {kath-ap'-to}; from 2596 and 680; to sieze upon: -- {fasten} on.[ql fastened 5193 ## nata< 
{naw-tah'}; a primitive root; properly, to strike in, i.e. fix; specifically, to plant (literally or figuratively): -- 
{fastened}, plant(-er).[ql
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fasten Interlinear Index Study fasten EXO 028 014 And two <08147 +sh@nayim > chains <08333 +sharah@rah > [ of ] pure <02889 +tahowr > gold <02091 +zahab > at the ends <04020 +migbalah > ; [ of ] wreathen <05688 + work 
<04639 +ma shalt thou make <06213 + them , and {fasten} <05414 +nathan > the wreathen <05688 + chains <08333 +sharah@rah > to the ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > . fasten EXO 028 025 And [ the other ] two <08147 
+sh@nayim > ends <07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen <05688 + [ chains ] thou shalt {fasten} <05414 +nathan > in the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > , and put <05414 +nathan >
[ them ] on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the ephod <00646 +>ephowd > before it . fasten EXO 039 031 And they tied <05414 +nathan > unto it a lace <06616 +pathiyl > of blue <08504 +t@keleth > , to {fasten}
<05414 +nathan > [ it ] on high <04605 +ma upon the mitre <04701 +mitsnepheth > ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . fasten ISA 022 023 And I will {fasten} <08628 
+taqa< > him [ as ] a nail <03489 +yathed > in a sure <00539 +>aman > place <04725 +maqowm > ; and he shall be for a glorious <03519 +kabowd > throne <03678 +kicce> > to his father s <1> house <01004 +bayith > . fasten JER 
010 004 They deck <03302 +yaphah > it with silver <03701 +keceph > and with gold <02091 +zahab > ; they {fasten} <02388 +chazaq > it with nails <04548 +macmer > and with hammers <04717 +maqqabah > , that it move <06328
+puwq > not . fastened EXO 039 018 And the two <08147 +sh@nayim > ends <07098 +qatsah > of the two <08147 +sh@nayim > wreathen <05688 + chains <05688 + they {fastened} <05414 +nathan > in the two <08147 
+sh@nayim > ouches <04865 +mishb@tsah > , and put <05414 +nathan > them on <05921 + the shoulderpieces <03802 +katheph > of the ephod <00646 +>ephowd > , before it . fastened EXO 040 018 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh 
> reared <06965 +quwm > up the tabernacle <04908 +mishkan > , and {fastened} <05414 +nathan > his sockets <00134 +>eden > , and set <07760 +suwm > up the boards <07175 +qeresh > thereof , and put <05414 +nathan > in the 
bars <01280 +b@riyach > thereof , and reared <06965 +quwm > up his pillars <05982 + . fastened JUDG 004 021 Then Jael <03278 +Ya Heber s <02268 +Cheber > wife <00802 +>ishshah > took <03947 +laqach > a nail <03489 
+yathed > of the tent <00168 +>ohel > , and took <07760 +suwm > an hammer <04718 +maqqebeth > in her hand <03027 +yad > , and went <00935 +bow> > softly <03814 +la>t > unto him , and smote <08628 +taqa< > the nail 
<03489 +yathed > into his temples <07451 +ra< > , and {fastened} <06795 +tsanach > it into the ground <00776 +>erets > : for he was fast asleep <07290 +radam > and weary <05774 + . So he died <04191 +muwth > . fastened 
JUDG 016 014 And she {fastened} <08628 +taqa< > [ it ] with the pin <03489 +yathed > , and said <00559 +>amar > unto him , The Philistines <06430 +P@lishtiy > [ be ] upon thee , Samson <08123 +Shimshown > . And he awaked
<03364 +yaqats > out of his sleep <08142 +shehah > , and went <05265 +naca< > away <05265 +naca< > with the pin <03489 +yathed > of the beam <00708 +>ereg > , and with the web <04545 +macceketh > . fastened 1SA 031 010
And they put <07760 +suwm > his armour <03627 +k@liy > in the house <01004 +bayith > of Ashtaroth <06252 + : and they {fastened} <08628 +taqa< > his body <01472 +g@viyah > to the wall <07023 +qiyr > of Bethshan <01052
+Beyth Sh@>an > . fastened 2SA 020 008 When they [ were ] at <05973 + the great <01419 +gadowl > stone <68> which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] in Gibeon <01391 +Gib , Amasa <06021 + > went <00935 +bow> > before <06440 
+paniym > them . And Joab s <03097 +Yow>ab > garment <04055 +mad > that he had put <05414 +nathan > on was girded <02296 +chagar > unto him , and upon it a girdle <02290 +chagowr > [ with ] a sword <02719 +chereb > 
{fastened} <06775 +tsamad > upon his loins <04975 +mothen > in the sheath <08593 +ta thereof ; and as he went <03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > it fell <05307 +naphal > out . fastened 1KI 006 006 The nethermost <08481 
+tachtown > chamber <03326 +yatsuwa< > [ was ] five <02568 +chamesh > cubits <00520 +>ammah > broad <07341 +rochab > , and the middle <08484 +tiykown > [ was ] six <08337 +shesh > cubits <00520 +>ammah > broad 
<07341 +rochab > , and the third <07992 +sh@liyshiy > [ was ] seven <07651 +sheba< > cubits <00520 +>ammah > broad <07341 +rochab > : for without <02351 +chuwts > [ in the wall ] of the house <01004 +bayith > he made 
<05414 +nathan > narrowed <04052 +migra rests round <05439 +cabiyb > about , that [ the beams ] should not be {fastened} <00270 +>achaz > in the walls <07023 +qiyr > of the house <01004 +bayith > . fastened 1CH 010 010 And 
they put <07760 +suwm > his armour <03627 +k@liy > in the house <01004 +bayith > of their gods <00430 +>elohiym > , and {fastened} <08628 +taqa< > his head <07218 +ro>sh > in the temple <01004 +bayith > of Dagon <01712
+Dagown > . fastened 2CH 009 018 And [ there were ] six <08337 +shesh > steps <04609 +ma to the throne <03678 +kicce> > , with a footstool <03534 +kebesh > of gold <02091 +zahab > , [ which were ] {fastened} <00270 
+>achaz > to the throne <03678 +kicce> > , and stays <03027 +yad > on each side of the sitting <03427 +yashab > place <04725 +maqowm > , and two <08147 +sh@nayim > lions <00738 +>ariy > standing <05975 + by the stays 
<03027 +yad > : fastened EST 001 006 [ Where were ] white <02353 +chuwr > , green <03768 +karpac > , and blue <08504 +t@keleth > , [ hangings ] , {fastened} <00270 +>achaz > with cords <02256 +chebel > of fine linen <00948
+buwts > and purple <00713 +>argaman > to silver <03701 +keceph > rings <01550 +galiyl > and pillars <05982 + of marble <08338 +shawshaw > : the beds <04296 +mittah > [ were of ] gold <02091 +zahab > and silver <03701 
+keceph > , upon a pavement <07531 +ritspah > of red <00923 +behat > , and blue <08504 +t@keleth > , and white <01858 +dar > , and black <05508 +cochereth > , marble <08336 +shesh > . fastened JOB 038 006 Whereupon are 
the foundations <00134 +>eden > thereof {fastened} <02883 +taba< > ? or <00176 +>ow > who <04310 +miy > laid <03384 +yarah > the corner <06438 +pinnah > stone <68> thereof ; fastened ECC 012 011 The words <01697 
+dabar > of the wise <02450 +chakam > [ are ] as goads <01861 +dorbown > , and as nails <04930 +masm@rah > {fastened} <05193 +nata< > [ by ] the masters <01167 +ba of assemblies <00627 +>acuppah > , [ which ] are given 
<05414 +nathan > from one <00259 +>echad > shepherd <07462 +ra . fastened ISA 022 025 In that day <03117 +yowm > , saith <05002 +n@>um > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > of hosts <06635 +tsaba> > , shall the nail <03489 
+yathed > that is {fastened} <08628 +taqa< > in the sure <00539 +>aman > place <04725 +maqowm > be removed <04185 +muwsh > , and be cut <01438 +gada< > down <01438 +gada< > , and fall <05307 +naphal > ; and the 
burden <04853 +massa> > that [ was ] upon it shall be cut <03772 +karath > off : for the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath spoken <01696 +dabar > [ it ] . fastened ISA 041 007 So the carpenter <02796 +charash > encouraged <02388
+chazaq > the goldsmith <06884 +tsaraph > , [ and ] he that smootheth <02505 +chalaq > [ with ] the hammer <06360 +pattiysh > him that smote <01986 +halam > the anvil <06471 +pa , saying <00559 +>amar > , It [ is ] ready 
<02896 +towb > for the sodering <01694 +debeq > : and he {fastened} <02388 +chazaq > it with nails <04548 +macmer > , [ that ] it should not be moved <04131 +mowt > . fastened EZE 040 043 And within <01004 +bayith > [ were
] hooks <08240 +shaphath > , an hand <02948 +tophach > broad , {fastened} <03559 +kuwn > round <05439 +cabiyb > about : and upon the tables <07979 +shulchan > [ was ] the flesh <01320 +basar > of the offering <07133 
+qorban > . fastened LUK 004 020 And he closed 4428 -ptusso - the book LUK 0975 -biblion - , and he gave 0591 -apodidomi - [ it ] again LUK 0591 -apodidomi - to the minister 5257 -huperetes - , and sat 2523 -kathizo - down 2523 
-kathizo - . And the eyes 3788 - ophthalmos - of all 3956 -pas - them that were in the synagogue 4864 -sunagoge - were {fastened} LUK 0816 -atenizo - on him . fastened ACT 011 006 Upon the which <3739 -hos -> when I had 
{fastened} <0816 -atenizo -> mine eyes , I considered <2657 - katanoeo -> , and saw <1492 -eido -> fourfooted <5074 -tetrapous -> beasts <5074 -tetrapous -> of the earth <1093 -ge -> , and wild <2342 -therion -> beasts <2342 -
therion -> , and creeping <2062 -herpeton -> things , and fowls <4071 -peteinon -> of the air <3772 -ouranos -> . fastened ACT 028 003 And when Paul <3972 -Paulos -> had gathered <4962 -sustrepho -> a bundle <4128 -plethos -> 
of sticks <5434 - phruganon -> , and laid <2007 -epitithemi -> [ them ] on <1909 - epi -> the fire <4443 -pura -> , there came <1831 -exerchomai -> a viper <2191 -echidna -> out of the heat <2329 -therme -> , and {fastened} <2510 -
kathapto -> on <2510 -kathapto -> his hand <5495 -cheir -> . fastening ACT 003 004 And Peter <4074 -Petros -> , {fastening} <0816 -atenizo -> his eyes upon him with John <2491 -Ioannes -> , said <2036 -epo -> , Look <0991 -
blepo -> on <1519 -eis -> us .



they fasten it with nails thou shalt fasten will fasten him 



fasten Isa_22_23 /^{fasten /him as a nail in a sure place ; and he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house 
. fasten Exo_28_25 /^{fasten /in the two ouches , and put them on the shoulderpieces of the ephod before it . 
fasten Exo_39_31 /^{fasten /it on high upon the mitre ; as the LORD commanded Moses . fasten Jer_10_04 
/^{fasten /it with nails and with hammers , that it move not. fasten Exo_28_14 /^{fasten /the wreathen chains to 
the ouches . fastened Ecc_12_11 /^{fastened /by the masters of assemblies , which are given from one shepherd . 
fastened 1Sa_31_10 /^{fastened /his body to the wall of Bethshan . fastened 1Ch_10_10 /^{fastened /his head in 
the temple of Dagon . fastened Exo_40_18 /^{fastened /his sockets , and set up the boards thereof, and put in the 
bars thereof, and reared up his pillars . fastened Isa_22_25 /^{fastened /in the sure place be removed , and be cut 
down , and fall ; and the burden that was upon it shall be cut off : for the LORD hath spoken it. fastened 
Exo_39_18 /^{fastened /in the two ouches , and put them on the shoulderpieces of the ephod , before it . fastened 
1Ki_06_06 /^{fastened /in the walls of the house . fastened Jud_04_21 /^{fastened /it into the ground : for he was 
fast asleep and weary . So he died . fastened Isa_41_07 /^{fastened /it with nails , that it should not be moved . 
fastened Jud_16_14 /^{fastened /it with the pin , and said unto him, The Philistines be upon thee, Samson . And 
he awaked out of his sleep , and went away with the pin of the beam , and with the web . fastened Act_11_06 
/${fastened /mine eyes , I considered , and saw fourfooted beasts of the earth , and wild beasts , and creeping 
things , and fowls of the air . fastened Luk_04_20 /${fastened /on him . fastened Act_28_03 /${fastened /on his 
hand . fastened Job_38_06 /^{fastened /or who laid the corner stone thereof; fastened Eze_40_43 /^{fastened 
/round about : and upon the tables was the flesh of the offering . fastened 2Ch_09_18 /^{fastened /to the throne , 
and stays on each side of the sitting place , and two lions standing by the stays : fastened 2Sa_20_08 /^{fastened 
/upon his loins in the sheath thereof; and as he went forth it fell out . fastened Est_01_06 /^{fastened /with cords 
of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pillars of marble : the beds were of gold and silver , upon a pavement of
red , and blue , and white , and black , marble . fastening Act_03_04 /${fastening /his eyes upon him with John , 
said , Look on us .



fasten 5 * fastened 18 - fastening 1 -



- fasten , 2388 , 5414 , 8628 , 



fasten And two chains [of] pure gold at the ends; [of] wreathen work shalt thou make them, and {fasten} the 
wreathen chains to the ouches. fasten And [the other] two ends of the two wreathen [chains] thou shalt {fasten} in 
the two ouches, and put [them] on the shoulder pieces of the ephod before it. fasten And they tied unto it a lace of 
blue, to {fasten} [it] on high upon the mitre; as the LORD commanded Moses. fasten And I will {fasten} him [as] 
a nail in a sure place; and he shall be for a glorious throne to his father's house. fasten They deck it with silver and 
with gold; they {fasten} it with nails and with hammers, that it move not.
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